
03/18/20 

Good Morning Seymour Families, 

 As a result of the overwhelming response to people requesting technology. We will still be 

distributing the chromebooks as a grab and go model at Seymour Middle School over the 

previously identified days, but we will need to follow this schedule in order to minimize traffic 

jams and to keep things moving in an orderly fashion.  Today from 12:00pm - 3:00pm we will be 

handing out to students whose last name starts with an A through J.  Tomorrow from 4:00pm - 

6:00pm we will be handing out to students whose last name starts with a K through Z. And on 
Saturday,we will be handing out to anyone who could not make the previous days between 
10:00am and 1:00pm.   

 Since we received some questions on devices last night, we wanted to remind you that any 
device that is able to access Google Apps will work for our students to access their 
assignments.  At this time, since we have over 550 requests, we are kindly asking that families 
share chromebooks between their children whenever possible to make sure we have 
chromebooks available for everyone to start week 1.  If after March 27th you feel as though one 
chromebook is not enough please notify central office and we will offer another pickup day at a 
location to be determined later.  Please see the suggested chart below: 

  

1 or 2 Children Request 1 Chromebook to start 

3 Children Request 2 Chromebooks to start 

4 Children Request 2  Chromebooks to start 

5 Children Request 3  Chromebooks to start 

 Sincerely, 

Michael Wilson 

Superintendent 
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